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For this Training: Packs, Crews, Posts should all use Board of Review 
program in there units. I’m using Troops because advancement is a 
more detailed program. 

Steps that should happen before Board of review: 

• Learning 
• Doing 
• Teaching 
• Review 
• Scoutmasters conference 

What is a board of review, and what is its primary purpose? 

 The Unit committee conducts a board of review to periodically, review each Scout’s progress, 
from Tenderfoot through Life ranks, to encourage him, to learn whether he is enjoying his Scouting 
experience, and to evaluate the unit’s effectiveness in conducting the Scouting program to benefit him. 
The review presents a good opportunity to monitor the Scout’s advancement and keep him on track. It 
also gives unit leaders a chance to measure the effectiveness of their leadership and program.  
Additionally, Board of review provides “quality control” on advancement within the unit, it provides an 
opportunity for the Scout to develop and practice those skills needed in the interview situation, and it is 
an opportunity for the Scout to review his accomplishments. 

Composition of a Board of Review: 

     For the ranks Tenderfoot through Life, and Eagle palms with the exception of Eagle rank, the Board of 
Review consists of three and no more than six members of the Unit committee. The unit committee 
chair or unit advancement chairperson typically acts as the chairperson of the Board of Review. 
Relatives or guardians may not serve as members of a Scout’s Board of Review. Unit Leaders and 
Assistants also may not participate in a Board of Review. We will cover the Eagle Board of Review as a 
separate subject. 

Mechanics of a Board of Review: 

• The Scout is introduced to the board by the Chairperson of the board. 
• The Scout should be in full uniform. However, while preferred, a uniform is Not Mandatory. 
• Make sure the Scout paper work is in order and the requirements for the rank are complete. 
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• The board members are invited to ask questions of the Scout (see files on questions for 
appropriate rank). The questions should be open-ended, offering an opportunity for the 
Scout to speak about his opinions, experiences, activities, and accomplishments. Avoid 
questions which only require a simple one or two word answer.  The questions need not be 
restricted to Scout topics: questions regarding home, church, school, work, athletics, etc. are 
all appropriate. Chairperson should be made aware of any “out-of-bounds” areas: these 
should be communicated to the board before the Board of Review begins (e.g., if a Scout is 
experiencing family difficulties due to a divorce.) Board should see how good an experience 
the Scout is having in the unit and encourage the Scout to progress further. The Board of 
Review is not a retest; the Scout has already been tested on the skills and activities for the 
rank. The Board of Review is an opportunity to review of the Scout’s attitudes, 
accomplishments and his acceptance of Scouting’s ideals. 

Two Subjects that all way come up: 

1. Demonstrate Scout Spirit: The ideals of the Boy Scouts of America are spelled 
out in the Scout Oath, Scout Law, Scout motto, and Scout slogan. Scouts 
incorporating these ideals into their daily lives at home, school, religious life, 
and in their neighborhoods. Young people know when they are being kind or 
helpful, or a good friend to others. 

2. Positions of Responsibility: Since we are preparing young people to make a 
positive difference in society, we judge that a member is “active” when his level 
of activity in Scouting has had a sufficiently positive influence toward this end. 
Only in rare cases—if ever – should unit leaders inform a Scout that time, once 
served, will not count!  The Scout is not required to attend any certain 
percentage of activities or outings. However, unit leaders must ensure that he is 
fulfilling the obligations of his assigned leadership position. If he is not, then 
they should remove the Scout from that position. The Scout get credit for time 
serviced.  

• The time for a Board of Review should be from 15 to 30 minutes, with the shorter time for 
the lower ranks. 

• When all members have had an opportunity to ask their questions, the Scout is excused from 
the room. 

Two Type’s of Board of Review’s: 

• Scout lack of advancement. A plan should be put in place to keep the Scout having fun and 
to encourage the Scout to advance. The Scout, Scoutmaster and Board chairperson should 
meet and talk about the plan. 

• Scout ready to advance.   The board members then consider whether the Scout is ready for 
the next rank: the board’s decision must be unanimous. Once the decision is made, the 
Scout is invited back into the room, and the Chairperson informs the Scout of the board’s 
decision. If the Scout is approved for the next rank, there are general congratulations and 
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hand  shakes all around. If there are issues which prevent the Scout from advancing to the 
next rank. The board must detail the precise nature of the deficiencies. The Scout must be 
told specifically what must be done in order to be successful at the next Board of Review. 
Typically, an agreement is reached as to when the Scout may return for his subsequent 
Board of Review. The Chairperson must send a written follow up, to both the Scout and the 
Scoutmaster, regarding the deficiencies and the course of action needed to correct them. 

What should the Board of Review accomplish? 

• To make sure the work has been learned and completed. 

• To see how good an experience the Scout is having in his unit. 
• To encourage the Scout to advance to the next rank. 
• Ideas to help the (Scout & Unit) to in prove program.  

 Web Sites: 

• http://meritbadge.org/wiki/index.php/main_Page 
• http://www.usscouts.org/advance/docs/guidelines.asp 
• http://www.bpcouncil.org  Under Advancement for current applications & form’s. 

• http://www.scouting.org  
• Files on 2012 University of Scouting CD:BPC Board of Review Training 3-18-2012, BPC Eagle Coach Rev A, 

BCP Eagle Project & BOR Policy Rev D, BPC Fundrasing policy Rev A, Guide to BOR 3-1995, Questions ask at BOR, 
Rank Advancement Q&A Scouting.org, What is a BOR ask Andy. 

Appealing a Decision: Guide to Advancement 2011 page 48 (8.0.4.0). 

• If a board of review does not recommend a candidate for rank advancement, only the Scout, 
his parent or guardian may appeal the decision to the Council or District. Adverse decisions 
for Star & Life can be appealed to the local council. All interviews, deliberations, 
conversations, and related details in summaries and statements are kept confidential. 

Eagle Board of Review Process: 

Composition of Eagle Board of Review: 

 In the Baden-Powell Council Eagle Board of Review will be done at the District level. Appeals  are 
done at the Council level. There shall be no fewer than three & no more than six members, all at least 21 
years old. Relatives or guardians may not serve as members of a Scout’s Board of Review. Unit Leaders 
and Assistants also may not participate in a Board of Review. Unit leaders may not serve on a board of 
review for a Scout in their own unit. The unit leader may remain in the room, but only to observe, not to 
participate unless called upon. 
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Steps Scout and Unit take before scheduling Board of Review: 

• Life to Eagle Training: Take the Scout through the step to make Eagle Scout. This 

course is give at University of Scouting & about three times in each district each year. 
• Information the Board of Review should know about the steps 

from Life to Eagle Scout: 
o Eagle Service Project: 
1. Find a service project. 
2. Write up a draft of project. 
3. Get Unit leader & Unit committee to approve project. 
4. File out Eagle Scout Work Book to page 10, & draft write up to page 17. 
5. Come to both the unit committee & district committee for approve of project. 
6. If any Fundraising is need: Fill out application for fundraising and have it approved 

by Council. 
7. Due the work on the Project: leadership & planning and adjusting to change are the 

thing the Board of Review should be looking for in the finish project.  

Eagle Board of Review: 

 Council Advancement Policy Eagle Project Reviews and Eagle Board of Reviews. 

Healthy Scout & Healthy Unit: 

 Most importantly, the board of review should be a way of encouraging the individual Scout. The 
Board of Review is the most personal method in Scouting to assess the needs and desires of a Scout, to 
encourage and support him, to learn of his fears and hopes, to help him to see himself in the greater 
context of Scouting, personal growth, both in skills and in living up to the ideals of Scouting.  

 We are, after all, a values-based organization with a goal of developing in young people and 
adults a life of service to God and to Country, to others, and to self. We do this by holding up the Scout 
law as a guide for personal conduct in all contexts. Our world can be a better place if we succeed in this 
process. 

 Think about questions that a board of review can contribute to maintaining a healthy Unit. It is 
the ideal place to encourage leadership, check on need program changes. You have Scout that has been 
with the unit for five or more years and can give the board ideas from the user side of the program. 

Other Award needing Board of Review: 

 Sea Scouts Bridge of Review, Advancement in Venturing, & Religious Awards 


